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Tonight we will

Define KM and recognize its the growing importance across 
projects and organizations
Identify types of knowledge
Identify a standard KM framework
• Skills and techniques most needed for a successful KM environment
Perform a mini-workshop considering elements of a KM plan 
at project startup and ways to measure KM ROI
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Getting started

Around your tables, please discuss a time in which the 
presence or absence of project knowledge either 
• Significantly hindered your project performance
• Provided significant advantage to your project 

performance
Describe the situation
Characterize the type of knowledge involved
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What is knowledge management?

Knowledge vs. information
• Knowledge is the possession or communication by various means 

(memorizing, art, skill, etc.) of information or processed data in 
such a way that the processed data/information is useful
‒ Ahenkorah-Marfo et al, Journal of Knowledge Management Practice, 

June, 2012
Knowledge management
• Systematic and organized attempt to use knowledge within an 

organization to transform its ability to store and use knowledge to 
improve performance.
‒ Shukla and Srinivasan, Designing Knowledge Management Architecture, 

2002
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Why talk about knowledge management? 1 of 2

KM is an increasingly visible PMO need e.g., PMBOK v6

Knowledge should be transferring across generations
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Why talk about knowledge management? 2 of 2

KM is increasingly important to business strategic objectives
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Learning and types of knowledge

Reference PMBOK Section 4.4

Learning - permanent changes in an employee’s knowledge 
or skill that result from experience
Employees learn two types of knowledge:
• Explicit - easy to communicate and teach
• Tacit - more difficult to communicate; gained with experience

Explicit knowledge Tacit knowledge
Easily transferred through written
or verbal communication

Very difficult, if not impossible, to 
articulate to others

Readily available to most Highly personal in nature
Can be learned through books Based on experience
Always conscious and accessible 
information

Sometimes holders don’t even
recognize they possess it

General information Typically job- or situation-specific

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/why-we-dont-need-good-project-managersuntil-do-lane-cohee-1/
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Key knowledge management processes

Four main KM processes: capturing, sharing, reusing, and 
maintaining
Capture and Reuse of Project Knowledge in Construction 
(CAPRIKON) model

Process Sub-Process Description
Capture • Identify and locate

• Represent and store
• Validate

• Types, categories, locations
• Index, organize, structure
• Ensure accuracy

Sharing • Right delivery, person, time
Reuse • Adapt

• Apply
• To new environment

Maintain • Archive
• Retire • Upon obsolescence

Tan, et al, Knowledge Management Research and Practice, 2006
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A knowledge management framework

KM Culture

People
Who has project KM 

responsibility?
Who has the relevant project 

knowledge? 
What CSRM practices will we 

use?

Process
What methods and 

disciplines will we apply to 
CSRM relevant project 

knowledge?

Technology
Collaboration tools, 

learning and 
communications portals 
enabling the CSRM of 

project knowledge

What rules, norms and values facilitate the 
capture, sharing, reusing, and maintenance 

(CSRM) of relevant project knowledge?
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KM framework application

People* Processes Technology
Project manager
Knowledge manager
Discipline SMEs
Communities of practice
Individual interaction
- Shadowing
- Cross-training
- Mentoring
- OJT
- Transition
Group interaction
- Training/workshops/ 

seminars
- Discussion forums
- Reviews
- Storytelling

PMO process standards
Post-project reviews
PM content management
Knowledge mapping 
Knowledge workflows
Metrics and reporting

Learning management
Collaboration tools 
Electronic libraries
Portals
Search engines
Wikis, blogs
Dashboards

* Including project practices

What about the culture?
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Table discussion

What “People, Process, Technologies” have you seen 
employed effectively?
• What contributed to their effectiveness?
• What lessons did you take away from their application?
What are the cultural challenges to effective KM 
implementation?
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Recommendation

Think of Knowledge Management in the same way as you 
think about Risk, Change, Quality, CM etc.
Using Risk as an analog

RMP RBS Risk ID Risk P&I Burndown
Plan

Incorporate KM into standard PM 
metrics and status
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The challenge of generational knowledge transfer

Framework for knowledge sharing across a project (Ismail, 2009)

How does this happen?

We know this is happening

How do we successfully encourage 
individuals to transfer their “IP”?
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Recommendation

Leverage psychological empowerment for motivation
• Derived from the belief that one’s work tasks are contributing to 

some larger purpose
Fostered by four beliefs
• Meaningfulness - an importance relevant to one’s ideals and 

passions
• Self-Determination - a choice about the imitation and 

continuation of work
• Competence - a belief that the person is able to perform the work 

successfully
• Impact - the sense that a person’s actions made a difference in 

fulfilling a larger purpose
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Utilization of interpersonal and team skills

Skill Description

Active listening Acknowledging, clarifying and confirming, understanding, and 
removing barriers adversely affecting communication

Facilitation Ability to effectively guide a group event to a successful 
decision, solution, or conclusion. Involves effective participation 
and convergence.

Leadership Ability to effectively guide, motivate, and direct a team 
through areas like negotiation, resilience, communication, 
problem solving, critical thinking, and interpersonal skills

Networking Interacting with others to exchange information and develop 
contacts

Political awareness Recognition of power relationships, both formal and informal, 
and willingness to operate within those structures. Involves 
understanding strategies and who wields power/influence

Includes but not limited to the following
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Mini-workshop

Scenario
• You are the project manager for the DEPLOY project (see handout)
• During project planning, you are convinced you need to implement 

a formalized KM system, but that requires budget that was not bid
• Your P&L leader expresses concern that we would be “starting the 

job in a hole”

Briefly discuss 
• What KM techniques should you implement to best Capture-

Share-Reuse-Maintain most essential project knowledge?
• What metrics might you track to ensure the KM techniques are 

actually being implemented?
• How might you convince your P&L leader to expect a positive KM 

ROI? 
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Additional resources on KM metrics and ROI
At the business level

Strategy Maps: Converting Intangible Assets into Tangible 
Outcomes, Kaplan and Norton (2004)
• Focus on information capital readiness
Measuring Knowledge Management, Vestal, American 
Productivity & Quality Center (2002)
Measuring Knowledge Management Performance, Shannak
European Journal of Scientific Research (2009)*

* Source of the in-class Performance Indicator matrix handout
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